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Reviewer's report:

The objective of this case series study of female recreational drug users was to report gender differences in clinical state and toxic agents. The author cite various references that female drug abusers (as defined by heroin dependence, overdoses, psychiatric disease, and substance use disorders) have higher mortality and worse morbidity than their male counterparts. Comparative gender studies associated with recreational drug use, as opposed to abuse, was not cited. Therefore, the background comments that the health of female drug users are generally poorer than males may not be substantiated when studying recreational users. Patients receiving methadone or are part of a drug rehabilitation program might have been used as controls.

The criteria excluded those who used drugs for suicide or self harm, and for cases involving harm to others. GHB is specifically used in some social communities as a disinhibiting medication given often to females intentionally as a 'date rape' drug. This study reports a significantly higher rate of ingestion/coingestion of GHB in female from both the outpatient and Hospital ED group. The trial also reports that it excluded those who were given it unbeknownst to them. How did the study group control for the potential for accidental but intentional inflicted ingestion? Would this have been less significant if the subjects were able to verify that they voluntarily took GHB as part of their substance usage during their visit?

The reported findings citing a lack of clinical difference between gender is more consistent with recreational drug users, as is the study group. The background citations describe a more chronic abusers with much more health issues. To enhance this study, a differentiation must be made between patients with preexisting health issues related to chronic drug abuse and those who actually used drugs recreationally.

Confidence intervals would have yielded more precision for the mean Peak CK and Cr data, and would could have yielded more information to the reader if the mean SBP was reported (as opposed to 'SBP≤ 90'). Also, comparatively worse hypotension in the outpatient group of females coingesting drugs with opioids is an interesting clinical finding worth mentioning, though not reported in the conclusions.

In summary, the outcomes of the trial reported that only about ¼ of recreational drug users presenting to a Norway health care system were female. Reports from the European Monitoring Centre (http://www.emcdda.europa.eu) support this study's findings, adding that Norway has the
10th highest lifetime prevalence for illicit drugs. In it, the ratio of females to males with illicit drug problems is comparable to this trial.

**Are the methods appropriate and well described?**
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

**Does the work include the necessary controls?**
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**Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?**
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